
      CONNECTION
The 2020 Community Report is something we can all be proud of – reflecting on what is likely the most 
monumental year of our lives.  Through all the challenges and uncertainty brought on by 2020, we impacted 
98,561 animals and 62,234 families.  

All of this is thanks to you, the internal partnerships we hold with our teams and colleagues, and the 
partnerships we hold with our supporters – individuals, corporate sponsors and foundations who trust 
Michigan Humane to improve and save lives through compassionate care, community engagement, and 
advocacy for animals.  

Together we delivered.  Please enjoy reading 2020’s Community Report knowing you played a critical role.  As 
you read through the highlights, be sure to also read the listing of supporters who partnered with us to make it 
possible with their financial support: Click here to view the 2020 Community Report.

Community Engagement 
• 4,000 pets remained in their home in 2020 thanks to the Judith Caplan Phillips Pet Food Pantry 
• 1.1M lbs. of food distributed in response to the growing needs in our community 
• 265 trusted relationships with 584 pets in Detroit’s North End  
• A team that never stopped 

Compassionate Care
• Expert medical and behavior evaluation, treatment and supportive care for every animal 
• One Health Michigan proactively addressed needs in our community impacting 600 families and 1,200 pets 

in need
• Veterinary Education Programs worked to develop the talents of future veterinary professionals
• Volunteers continued to be critical in 2020 both as foster families and in the shelter 

Advocacy 
• Deemed essential is what we are every day, but as the pandemic hit, Michigan Humane led advocacy for 

the designation during the pandemic with 25 organizations and board members
• Transport in 2020 was key to 1,600 animals’ second chance 
• Cruelty and rescue never stopped, and nor did our team for the advocacy of animals and a safe community 
• In the end, there’s nothing greater than advocating for 

an animal and a loving home 

The need, the work and fundraising –just like us, it never 
stops. Supporting the animals and families in our community, 
in our shelters and working to advance our programs for the 
future helps make a more humane community. 

Thank you for working so hard every day to improve and save 
lives through compassionate care, community engagement 
and advocacy for animals.  Here’s looking forward to 2021!    
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Management Moves and Opportunities | By Director of Facility Operations, Megan Ortmann

The Operations Department is excited to announce a few management changes at our Rochester Hills and Westland Facilities. 
Jennifer Gynp has recently transferred over to our Rochester Hills facility as their Customer Service Manager. We are thrilled to 
have her years of customer service savvy and Michigan Humane knowledge added to the Rochester Hills team. 

Robert Brown, our previous Assistant Clinic Customer Service Manager at Westland, has transitioned into the Customer 
Service Manager role. Robert brings a robust customer service background to the Westland team. In addition to his short time 
with Michigan Humane, Robert also has experience from Walt Disney World and the Detroit Zoo! Strong customer service 
is a pillar of Michigan Humane and these changes will continue to enhance our progressive approach to engaging with our 
surrounding communities.

If you or someone you know loves people and is interested in growing with or becoming a part of the Michigan Humane 
management team, keep an eye out for our Assistant Clinic Customer Service Manager position.  

Kitten Season Sequins | By Facility Director of Operations, Katie Ouwerkerk

Every year, we try to beat the inevitable. We prep before every kitten season comes, sterilizing as many as we can, 
holding the kitten shower and gathering supplies. It is upon us now:  mom with babies, babies with no moms, big 
cats, small cats, healthy cats, injured cats. This year, instead of fighting it, Detroit is embracing it and celebrating. 
There is no better way to celebrate than sequin cat ears! 

Training Reminder

Our next Diversity, Equity and Inclusion sessions will take place this coming week on April 8 and 9. 
You will need to have completed your “Culture and Identity” worksheet from the previous session 
before attending this one. Please confirm with your manager which session you will attend, and 
we look forward to seeing you!
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Core Values Call Out

Want to recognize a teammate for their commitment to our core values? Submit 
your call out at michiganhumane.org/values.

EMMA CLARK | Value: Collaborative

“Thank you Emma for committing to helping Petco while they are short-staffed. We appreciate your dedication to 
assisting your teammates to ensure everything continues to run smoothly and pets are able to find their forever 
homes!”

VIANEY LOPEZ  | Value: Inclusive

“Vianey Lopez at the Detroit location was so nice to bring us original handmade jewelry from Mexico. I wear my 
beautiful butterfly bracelet every day! Thank-you Little V”

MARY BRINKER | Value: Compassionate

“Mary is always willing to pitch in and help and is so kind and understanding of her CSRs. She’s the best!”

JARROD BEAR AND THOMAS ERICKSON | Value: Collaborative

“Jarrod and Thomas were amazing in helping me sort all of the product for the One Health Event - Jarrod 
represented the inclusive core value as well, by making me feel welcome and a part of their team.”

BOB PETTIBONE | Value: Passionate

“Bob noticed his teammates were consistently struggling to find wet-erase markers and took it upon himself to 
buy everyone a zippy-clip so everyone can keep a wet erase marker attached to their belt loop. Thank you, Bob!”

TIERRA GARRISON | Value: Collaborative

“Tierra worked with a foster family to make sure a foster dog would be a good match for their two resident dogs. 
The whole process took about 45 minutes, during which Tierra answered all the foster family’s questions and 
discussed ongoing care for managing three large adult dogs :)”

STEPHANIE NOBLE | Value: Passionate

“Stephanie is passionate towards each aspect of her job and understands the importance of what goes into the 
big picture. She took time to organize the stock area in the basement making it so much easier to navigate. A clean 
workspace is a more motivated workspace that ultimately helps us care for the animals more efficiently. Great job, 
Stephanie!”

DIANE ERDMAN | Value: Collaborative

“Thank you for taking the time to help work through questions regarding PetPoint.”

KENT SCHULTE | Value: Collaborative

“Kent certainly fits the collaborative core value. He makes weekly calls to the adopter of one of my fosters to check-
in and helps with some of the challenges that she faces. He demonstrates that we are one team working together 
and he is working hard to develop a great relationship with the adopter and helping her with the relationship she 
has with her dog. Kent, you certainly have an open heart! Thank you!”

http://michiganhumane.org/values 
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Core Values Call Out

HOLLY WUERTH | Value: Collaborative

“Holly has gone above and beyond in helping our facility prepare for kitten season — she has helped train 
volunteers in our Kitten Care Assistant role and even helped prepare training materials for them. Your 
collaboration is so appreciated, Holly!”

KATIE POWERS | Value: Collaborative

“Katie Powers has always put herself into her work she strives to provide the highest quality of care for our 
patients. She has always looked out for her team and their well-being. Katie is an extremely hard worker that gives 
her all each day. Thank you, Katie.”

INTERESTED IN SUBMITTING CONTENT FOR THE NEXT ISSUE 
OF THE CONNECTION? SEND YOUR SUGGESTIONS TO 

theconnection@michiganhumane.org


